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13538 Ald-Ruh
Overhaul Enchantments Fliggerty *1137 SYMBIOTE DINOSAUR 2015-08-03

This mod is a little overhaul I created to make
Ald-Ruhn look more prosperous, it also ads

some unique daggerfall style StreetLamps so
the town isn't so dark at night time. This is the
first version though so if there are any bugs,
please let me know. As of now I don't know if

this is compatable...

6732
Werewolf
Summon
Amulet

Enchantments MMH 33-10893 Raven 2006-11-20

Werewolf Amulet v1.0  This mod will add an
amulet that when worn will summon a

Werewolf to aid you (constant effect).  The
Amulet is located in the Connorflenge Barrow,

Solstheim, (South/East of Thirst Village).
 Cleaned with TESTool and TESDTK.

6731 Weapon's
Master Enchantments MMH 33-10181 DarkQuiksilver 2005-10-13

Ever wanted to go berserk in combat? Ever
wanted to sacrifice something, to become

stronger in something else? Well now you can,
thanks to this mod!    This mod adds an NPC to

Dagon Fel into his own hut, who, when the
player reaches level 70 in Long Blade, Blunt

Weapon, He...

6730 Unique Maar
Gan Enchantments MMH 33-11884 basswalker 2012-11-13

Gives the little town of Maar Gan a bit more
uniqueness by making all the

buildings/structures unique, so textures can be
attached which will show up in/on Maar Gan
ONLY. Pretty much the same as my "White
Suran", in case you know that. Textures by

Detritus, so he deserves ...

6729
Unique

Jewelry and
Accessories

UJA
Enchantments MMH 33-13300 Tealpanda 2009-03-07

This mod contains retextures for most of the
stock Morrowind enchanted jewelry and

accessories (amulets, belts, gloves, rings, and
shoes).     With this mod enabled you will never
again mistake your Third Barrier Ring for your
Ring of Regeneration, or confuse your Amulet

of ...

6728
Ultimate

Chameleon
Ring v2

Enchantments MMH 33-5089 Ralyus 2009-05-12
* *Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind* * Ultimate

Chameleon Ring MOD ==============
1. Installing 2. Playing the MOD 3. Troubles...

6727
Ultimate

Chameleon
Ring

Enchantments MMH 33-5112 Ralyus 2009-05-12
* *Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind* * Ultimate

Chameleon Ring MOD ==============
1. Installing 2. Playing the MOD 3. Troubles...

6726 Tworings Enchantments MMH 33-3767 Dark_Blu3 2009-05-12

This plugin adds 2 well known rings into the
game: ============= 1.The first one is
the famous One Ring from the movie "Lord of
the Rings".It is located at Zergonipal's shrine

and has the following CONSTANT EFF...

6725 Tribunal
Teleport Enchantments MMH 33-3915 Big Chief 2009-05-12

This plugin was created by the Big Chief.  It
adds a ring that will teleport you back and

forth from the Balmora Mages Guild and the
Royal Palace Courtyard in Mournhold. You can
find the ring on a bar stool at the end of the bar
in The Winged Guar in the Godsreach section

of Mourn...

6724 The One Ring Enchantments MMH 33-471 Unknown 2009-04-06 Adds an enchanted ring to the game

6723 The Kinslayer Enchantments MMH 33-309 Unknown 2009-04-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from
Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No

information was included, so this note
containing some basic information about the

mod has been added as a courtesy to mod
users. ------------------- ...

6722
The Enchanter

Compilation
v1.0

Enchantments MMH 33-9525 Thierry Sanchez 2004-04-19

Hi there, I put some great plugins together into
one single archive collection for those magic
item user characters This includes 3 mods
written by myself: Schastar Enchantment
Tweaks tweaks settings to enchant more.

Schastar Soulgem Seller a scripted soul gem
seller at Balmora...

6721 The Enchanter
Compilation Enchantments MMH 33-1730 Thierry Sanchez 2009-04-06

Hi there, I put some great plugins in one single
archive for those magic item user character :

Inside this Zip, you will find : - Schastar
Enchantment Tweaks, a plugin written by me :

tweaks settings to enchant more. - Schastar
Soulgem Seller, a plugin written by me : a

scripted...
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6720 The Amulets Enchantments MMH 33-340 Unknown 2009-04-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from
Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No

information was included, so this note
containing some basic information about the

mod has been added as a courtesy to mod
users. ------------------- ...

6719 Summon Snow
Wolf Amulet Enchantments MMH 33-10880 Raven 2006-11-09

This mod will add an amulet that (when worn)
will summon a Snow Wolf to aid you (constant
effect).    Cleaned with TESTool and TESDTK.

6718 Summon
Amulets Enchantments MMH 33-984 DarkVamp 2009-04-06

Summon Amulets Version 1.0 Requires:
Tribunal and Bloodmoon Author: DarkVamp

(r...

6717 Soul Gems For
Sale Enchantments MMH 33-11548 Denina 2007-09-23

This mod adds empty soul gems to 14
Enchanter Service providers across

Vvardenfell. Version 2.0 only: While playing a
certain quest, it was noted that Grand Soul

gems weren't supposed to be readily available,
which is something I had not taken note of

before. Therefore, I felt a chan...

6716 Scroll-maker! Enchantments MMH 33-11208 konnajb 2007-04-26

This mod is based on the fact that you can
always buy enchanted scroll's but if you ever
try to enchant a scroll yourself,piece of paper
for instance, you get the enchantment level of
only 1-5 points which is ridiculous. In this mod
I have created new NPC's that sell low, average

and high level s...

6715 Scroll Booster Enchantments MMH 33-10240 Appler 2005-11-16

This little plugin fixes two problem with paper:
   1. Raises enchantment capacity of plain
paper to 350, so you can make scolls as

powerful as the ones you discover in-game.    2.
Sets weight to 0.1, just for a little more

realism... Also so you enchanters can c...

6714
Schastar

Magicrafting
Potions

Enchantments MMH 33-15341 Thierry Sanchez 2015-05-11

With this plugin you will be able to buy some
potions that will grant you some help for your
enchantments. The potions are available from

Schastaria of White Haven, the sister of
Nalcarya, at Balmora. I don't think the plugin is

too unbalanced : the potions have nasty side
effects ...

6713
Schastar

Enchantment
Tweaks

Enchantments MMH 33-15340 Thierry Sanchez 2015-05-11

With this plugin enchanting things should be
slightly easier. Effect of the plugin on the Game

settings : - Much more enchanting space on
every item. Now you can have a casual look
hiding great power. - A little more creatures
can provide constant effect enabling souls

(Ascended Sl...

6712 Saalah's Chest Enchantments MMH 33-388 Unknown 2009-04-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from
Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No

information was included, so this note
containing some basic information about the

mod has been added as a courtesy to mod
users. ------------------- ...

6711 Robe of St.
Roris Enchantments MMH 33-5515 nublet 2009-06-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from
Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No

information was included, so this note
containing some basic information about the

mod has been added as a courtesy to mod
users. ------------------- ...

6710
Regenerate
Magicka:

Enchantments
Enchantments MMH 33-14154 Zenox 2010-11-04

Adds 3 new items to the leveled list, a belt, a
ring and an amulet. They all have the same
enchantment of constantly restoring your

magicka, so none are necessarily better than
the others.     Starting at level 2, you'll begin to
find these items, so be on the lookout for the...

6709 RADD
Artifacts Enchantments MMH 33-6469 Rattlesnake 2010-05-20

Rattlesnake's Awesome, Dubiously Desirable
Artifacts (RADD Artifacts) adds two dozen

magical items of varying power to Vvardenfell.
They range from a sword that casts Mark on
strike to a ring that allows for summoning of

permanent Daedra companions. An incomplete
list is as follows:   ...
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6708
Quill of

Feyfolken -
Scroll

Enchanting
Enchantments MMH 33-13440 Dormouse 2009-05-25

Every enchanter knows the tale of the Quill of
Feyfolken. Everything written with the quill

posesses magical qualities. If one is granted its
power, it is rumored they would be able to use

the soul of Feyfolken to inscribe powerful
scrolls effortlessly. Before you set out to find

the Quill of Fey...

6707 Platina the
Enchanter Enchantments MMH 33-10549 Platina 2006-04-17 This adds an enchanter called Platina just

outside the mages guild in Caldera.

6706
Pants of

Floating Beta
V

Enchantments MMH 33-382 Ryan 2009-04-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from
Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No

information was included, so this note
containing some basic information about the

mod has been added as a courtesy to mod
users. ------------------- ...

6705
P4thogen's

Enchantment
Multiplier

Modifier v1.0
Enchantments MMH 33-6549 P4thogen 2010-09-12

This is a combination of 5 files giving different
options on what enchantment multiplication is

on your items. NOTE>: This mod affects all
items in game. Not just the Daedric

Towershield! A good example is the Daedric
Towershield. In the CS, it has an enchant value

of 2250. Bu...

6704 Mycroft's
Scroll Maker Enchantments MMH 33-6394 Mycroft 2010-02-10

I know there are other mods for scroll making,
but they just weren't right for me. I have

downloaded to many poorly explained mods, so
I believe you can never have to much info

upfront. So here is a detailed description of
what this mod does.     This Mod changes the

stats fo...

6703 Morrowind
Routing Enchantments MMH 33-6410 Kodman91 @ Fantasy

battle studios 2010-02-24

Morrowind Routing mod.     Describtion.     This
mod is made for those who are very very bored.
  There is a scroll that allows the player to kill
all living things in morrowind excluding those

in the interior cells.   So if you feel e...

6702
Morrowind

Artifacts
Oblivion Effect

Enchantments MMH 33-15204 AlvinWM 2014-03-30

Morrowind Artifacts Oblivion Effect Some
artifacts in Morrowind also appear in Oblivion
so I decided to take their Oblivion effects and

put them into Morrowind. The following
artifacts are changed:

Morrowind...........................................................

6701 Mercenary
Equipment Enchantments MMH 33-11198 DIE CLIFFRACER DIE

DIE 2007-04-20

I hate (I mean: 'greatly dislike') unbalanced
items. They ruin the game of Morrowind. But I

DO like cool items. I always play an
opportunistic mercenary who likes to use cool

items (as well as a good dose of luck) to
wriggle out of tight situations, and I always

have a checklist of the trademark ...

6700 Mage's Helm Enchantments MMH 33-333 PtM 2009-04-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from
Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No

information was included, so this note
containing some basic information about the

mod has been added as a courtesy to mod
users.

6699 Legion Wraith Enchantments MMH 33-259 Avatar 2009-04-06

Edits bound weapons and armors as well as
Lord's Mail and Umbra.

=============Please note: This mod was
transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's
closure. No information was included, so this
note containing some basic information about

the mod ha...

6698 Icarian Flight
v1.0 Enchantments MMH 33-3766 Griever 2009-05-12

IcArIaN FlIgHt MoD! This will add a small
chest containing 3 rings and 3 amus wich all
have the Icarian Flight capabilities. The chest
is Located in Seyda neen, straight across the

Census and Excise Office. Type Facts: - Type 1:
Constant effect fortify 1000 p...

6697 Harry Potter
Brooms Enchantments MMH 33-8200 Morrowind Weavers 2005-11-26

This mod adds four brooms from the Harry
Potter (tm) world. The Nimbus, Cleansweep,
Comet, and Firebolt. The readme has info on

where to find them.
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6696 Golden Saint
Soul Boost Enchantments MMH 33-13363 tenth8sphere 2009-04-08

So I love playing various mods that make
enchanting a little more versatile.

Unfortunately, I noticed that the vast majority
increase the enchantment value of clothes and

items but fail to give any source of souls big
enough to more than use various enchanting

mods. Specifically, a golden saint s...

6695 Galbedir
Soulgems v1.0 Enchantments MMH 33-14862 Denina 2013-07-14

It always seemed ridiculous to me that Galbedir
in the Balmora Mages Guild sold filled soul

gems, but no empty ones, except for a lesser.
Now she sells an unlimited supply of soul gems
for your enchanting needs. You can only buy 10
of the petty, lesser and common soul gems at a

time; and 5 of the...

6694 Flying Broom Enchantments MMH 33-8117 futility 2005-11-13

This is a magical flying broom - The Nimbus
500 - which allows you to travel across

Morrowind quickly and easily.  It does not work
in Tribunal (no levitation magic works in

Tribunal).  This broom is located in the Balmora
Mages guild.  It can be found in the lowest l...

6693 Enchantment
Multiplier v1.0 Enchantments MMH 33-12360 Bjam 2013-03-21

Change the value of FEnchantmentMult from
0.1 to 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0. The items have 2, 3,

5 or 10 times more enchantment point.
[color=#ff0000]Require Morrowind + Tribunal
+ Bloodmoon.[/color] checked with TESAME.

Not too hard... :P

6692 Enchantement
Ring & Amulet Enchantments MMH 33-12365 Bjam 2013-03-23 Adds aring and amulet of high enchantment

level to Arrielles in Seyda Neen

6691
Enchanted

Icon Selection
1.0

Enchantments MMH 33-1109 Nigedo 2009-04-06

This pack offers a selection of alternative
highlight icons to replace the blue swirl that

identifies the icons of enchanted items in
Morrowind. Primarily, this still allows you to

distinguish easily between enchanted and
ordinary items in your inventory, but also

allows you to see the...

6690 Enchanted
Broomsticks Enchantments MMH 33-6591 Chascoda 2010-11-05

Use these flying brooms to.. well... fly.   You
can buy them from a Dark Elven witch in Seyda

Neen.  I gave her all blue clothes of high
quality so she's easier to find, but she tends to

wander, so it may be hard to find her.   Her
idea is _witchbroomstick, if you need to...

6689 Elias Amulet
of Charm v1.0 Enchantments MMH 33-3746 Tenaka 2009-05-12

Elias's Amulet of Charm A plug-in for
Morrowind by Tenaka Description of Plugin
This is a simple plugin designed for level 1

newbie players. You will find a note pinned to
the wall of the Census Office (where Sellus

Gravus gives you your "duties" ). Fo...

6688 DcHouse Ring
Mod Enchantments MMH 33-4946 Tm-90, Itheran 2009-05-12

This mod adds 2 rings: Ring of vampirism and
Ring of speed... The ring of speed basically

adds speed and random other things and the
vampire ring makes you a vampire for however

long you were it.

6687 Cheaper
Enchantments Enchantments MMH 33-13861 MorrowindPwnsOblivion 2010-02-25

After playing Oblivion for a while, I discovered
that I loved making my own enchantments. As

it so happens (look at the name) I like
Morrowind better, but when I started playing

again, the enchantment prices where
ridiculously high, even when you have to buy

the soul gem too (if you don't get you...

6686 Caster Staffs Enchantments MMH 33-10232 Nemidaelius 2005-11-13 Makes the wizards staff, teh staff of magnus,
and hasedockis staff useful to mages.

6685 BoundWarrior
0601 Enchantments MMH 33-5083 Unknown 2009-05-12

6684 Bound Armor
v1.0 Enchantments MMH 33-3742 Tommy Kahjiit 2009-05-12

STORY This plugin brings a Ring of Bound
Armor to Morrowind. Casting this ring will give
the player a full set of bound armor, including

greaves and pauldrons, for 60 seconds. You will
receive this ring whenever you wear Bound
Cuirass, Bound Boots, Bound Gloves, Bound

Helm and Bound Shield a...
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6683 Armor Enchantments MMH 33-106 Unknown 2009-04-06

Adds three sets ubber enchanted ebony to
Arilles Tradehouse in Seyda Neen.

========== Please note: This mod was
transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's
closure. No information was included, so this
note containing some basic information about

the mod has b...

6682 Archmagister's
Robe Enchantments MMH 33-10428 Fulgrymm 2006-02-18

I created this because I wanted a more tangible
reward than an out of the way stronghold for
becoming Archmagister. Similar in fashion to
getting the Necromancer's Amulet for killing

Trebonius. Gothren is also more powerful than
before, as the Archmagister should be, and he

has more spells at his...

6681 Andus's Ring Enchantments MMH 33-14034 geotangy 2010-08-08

This Adds A Corpse named Andus near the
Redoran Stronghold, with a ring called Andus's
Omen. You probably wont understand this mod
unless you read the ingame book "The Hope of

Redoran". This mod is totally based on that
book and I hope to make more mods based on

other ingame books. I originally w...

6680
Amulet of

Grand
Domination

v1.0
Enchantments MMH 33-3774 Alderon Dark 2009-05-12

Amulet of Grand Domination plugin by Alderon
Dark. -- Nothing fancy, nothing great, just an

amulet for all those that are not in House
Hlaalu and/or don't mind spilling some blood to

save all them enslaved Khajit and...

6679 Amulet Icarian
Flight v1.01 Enchantments MMH 33-3757 Sharp. 2009-05-12

Amulet of Icarian Flight 1.01 ---- (There is a
module that add this kind of items somewhere
in the game, though in much less questish way.
This mod composes the item smoothly into the
plotline, and even if you attach it to the game

at a later tim...

6678 A Layman's
Vice Enchantments MMH 33-13977 Dagoth Eater 2010-06-09

A Layman's Vice   -------   This simple adds a
new scripted amulet to the game intended for

anyone trying to raise their standing in the
great house(s).   It has the ability to transport
you to any of 6 places   ---   Vivec, Hlaalu Plaza


